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71st Annual National Convention
MARCH 29-31, 2019 • CHICAGO
for the first time in the Midwest!

WESTIN
LOMBARD
YORKTOWN
CENTER
The American Judo
and Jujitsu Federation
(AJJF) National Convention is

coming to the Midwest, for the first
time in over 70 years!

AND AT THE CONVENTION? We have
16 AJJF Professors and special guest
instructors, many classes to choose
from, and Junior classes all day long.
2019 AJJF PROFESSORS LINE UP:
• Senior Professor Tom Ball
• Professor John Congistre
• Professor Jane Carr
• Professor Bob Hudson
• Professor Geoffrey Lane
• Professor Don Cross
• Professor Dennis Estes
• Professor Tom Ryan
• Professor Larry Nolte
• Professor Sheryl Hager
• Professor Tom Hill
• Professor Robert Hodgkin
• Professor Kevin Colton
• Professor Martin Brykcy
• Professor Troy Shehorn
• Professor Hillary Kaplowitz

HOTEL PERKS: • Indoor swimming
pool • Spa • Hot tub • Fitness Center •
Free breakfast • Laundry service • Free
parking • Free shuttle within 5 miles.
The Yorktown Shopping Mall, and a
McDonald’s and a Target store next door
to hotel.
Hotel restaurants: Holy Mackerel! and
Harry Caray’s Italian Steakhouse
Within walking distance:
• Rock Bottom Brewery • Benihana
• Buca di Beppo • Uncle Julio’s • RA Sushi
Bar • DOC Wine Bar • BRIO Tuscan Grille
• Kona Grill • Capital Grill • Greek Islands
• Freshii

VISITING CHICAGO: Close to home
for Midwest dojos, and for those far
away, you can fly into either Midway
or O’Hare airports. There are parks,
museums, theater, concerts, sporting
events and more.
Come early, stay late! Enjoy an
extended vacation and see Chicago.
Save the date, see you there!

We can do it!

Have we convinced them
to make the trip?
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Editor’s Corner
Jason Davis

Over the past several years, the Kiai Echo Magazine has been delivered in
many different formats, including: printed and mailed; downloadable PDF document with print & mail option (at additional cost); and social media release
(Facebook, Youtube, Twitter) pointing to individual online articles and downloadable PDF (all articles and full magazine PDF delivered at the same time)
All of the above options are viable ways to deliver information to our members. In modern practice, content delivery continues to shift from traditional
format delivered a few times a year into multiple formats delivered constantly
and as available. While some content better lends itself to electronic release
(e.g. multimedia), there are many AJJF members who like the feeling of a
glossy magazine in their hands.
In order to diversify and speed up content delivery, energize the submission
of material, and increase exposure, we have devised a new workflow for the
Kiai Echo. Most of this content will also be public immediately, as part of our
effort to attract a broader membership to the AJJF.
The Kiai Echo Editor will post contest results and Black Belt promotions
immediately as they are received. These will be published online and promoted
via social media (Facebook and Twitter). They will not be password protected,
but will be immediately publicly available. Notice will be sent to the black belt
list each time content is posted. By the time this material is submitted to the
Kiai Echo, it has already been approved by the appropriate BOP members and
thus requires no further approval process. Each instance of this type will not
generate mass email to all AJJF members (due to associated costs each time
this is done), but will automatically generate Facebook updates. An annual
email to all membership will still point to this content (see below).
Traditional articles, as well as anything that is not native to print (i.e. podcasts,
video, 3D animations, etc.), will go through an approval process.
Finally, several people have mentioned that they miss the print version. Putting
together a downloadable PDF and Print version is the largest workload among
available formats. We have decided a once-per-year anthology will be the best
way to deliver this format and we are exploring different ways to provide it. We
will have to weigh costs, as the print and mail format is the most expensive.
One option being tried this year is a complimentary copy provided at the AJJF
National Convention. Certainly a print and mail (at individual cost) option will
continue for everyone.
We suspect there will be a few more kinks to work out as we proceed, but we
are excited to begin delivering content more quickly and more regularly. If you
have questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact the editor, Jason
Davis: kiaiecho@ajjf.org.
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Developing Mastery by Knowing What to Ignore
Stephen R. Balzac, Ph.D.

No two people do their arts in quite the same way,
although sensei and students often rhyme. No matter
how much we try to memorize an art, rarely is it an
exact copy of what we see someone else doing. In those
rare cases where the imitation is flawless, it tends not to
work as well for the imitator as it does for the instructor.
There’s always something there that the instructor does
that only translates well to those who have the exact
same body. Since duplicate bodies are rather uncommon, the road from memorization to mastery becomes
as much, or more, about developing our own personal
idiosyncrasies as it is about copying an instructor.
What do you want? Information.
One of the questions I liked to ask students in my psychology class was, “Very approximately, how many bits
of information are hitting your body every minute?”
The silence would stretch out as the students contemplated that question. Eventually, someone would speak
up: “Uh, a whole lot?”
”Exactly. And how much of that information can your
brain actually process?”
By this point, the students were getting the idea. It only
took about half as long before someone would, very
hesitantly, say, “A little?”
Sure, we could go ahead and calculate the exact amount
of information– just imagine a 1 followed by a lot of
zeros – but the precise quantity isn’t what’s important.
What matters is that far more information is hitting our
senses than our brains can process. How do we deal
with all that information overload?
Some of it we just aren’t aware of. There are huge ranges of sound and light that we can neither hear nor see.
There are smells we can’t detect, and so forth.
A lot of information is picked up by our senses, processed, and discarded or dealt with without us ever
consciously knowing about it.

What’s left is what we pay attention to, and even that is
still too much to deal with. The brain must figure out
what to ignore and what is worth attending to.
What does all this have to do with learning jujitsu?
The first part of learning jujitsu is memorization, and
we need to memorize a lot of techniques. Initially, those
techniques are stored in our semantic memory. Semantic
memory is slow: to be performed, an art stored in semantic memory must to be recalled step by step. This is
slow and awkward. With practice, though, we can move
that art to procedural memory. Procedural memory contains those skills that we’ve learned and practiced to the
point where they are automatic. The art starts to become
something that we can execute without thinking about
it. Think about driving a car: when you started, your
parents probably taught you the most critical rule of
driving, “Stop on red, go on green, and take it easy when
I turn purple.” Eventually, though, you go from having
to think about each action to driving along with a coffee
cup in one hand. Being in the car triggers the driving
behavior (including when you’re sitting in the passenger
seat. Don’t deny it.). Similarly, in jujitsu the name calls
up the art and the body just does it. Eventually, the right
set of circumstances calls up the art: the wrist grab triggers katate hazushi, the punch triggers kote gaeshi, and
so on.
Once the art is at that point of skill, we can start figuring out what to ignore. Again, like driving, we stop
paying attention to things that don’t change. You drive
past the tree or the house or the location where the store
used to be without really noticing it (this explains a great
deal about how New Englanders give directions). You
know the route, so you just take it. You know how the
car works, so you just do it. You are focusing on what
matters and ignoring what doesn’t.
In jujitsu, it’s a little trickier, but the same principle
applies. Once we’re in contact, if we stop trying so hard
to see where uke is, we learn to feel her balance. If we
trust ourselves to block and don’t worry so much about
exactly where we’ve put our feet, we start to feel when
we’re in the wrong place and, once we’re in the right
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place, we also start to feel where uke is open. When we stop paying
attention to the exact number of degrees we’ve bent our backs, we
start to feel whether we’re fitting in correctly. When we stop worrying
about whether we’ve rotated the correct number of degrees for the
throw, we start to notice whether we’ve successfully kazushied uke or
whether we’re hauling him over. Over time, we start to figure out what
matters to a successful art, what was just a tool to help us learn, what
is idiosyncratic to the instructor, and what was a bit of mythology that
doesn’t matter much at all. As we learn to ignore what’s unimportant,
we gain a greater ability to focus on what is important to us. We’re still
practicing as much as, or more than, before; now, though, we’re no
longer memorizing. Rather, we’re making the art our own.

8th Degree Inheritor of

Refills Are Free
There’s an old joke about a man asking how much a cup of coffee
costs. The answer is $2, but refills are free. He asks for the refill.
Unfortunately, when it comes to learning what is and is not important,
there’s no way to jump straight to the refill. Before we can figure out
what to ignore, we must practice the techniques until we can do them
without thinking. That lets us ignore, or abandon, our bodies: we can
trust that we are moving correctly, at least within our current understanding of correct, so we can stop thinking about where each body
part is.
Next, we need to become comfortable playing with the techniques.
That means pushing our understanding or ability to execute each art in
different ways. For instance, while recovering from shoulder surgery,
I’m practicing one handed takedowns: when uke grabs my uninjured
arm, I’m trying to take uke down only using that arm and without ever
giving up uke’s grip on my wrist. If you don’t like that exercise, maybe
you could try throwing seoi nage without using your hands to grab
uke. There are many ways to play with an art. Let your imagination go.
Once you start to figure out what to ignore, there’s a great deal to find
in DZR (provided, of course, that you’re willing to look).
Over time, if you play and explore, and experiment with what to focus
on and what to ignore, your body figures out all those little, unconscious adjustments that move the art from mere repetition to deeper
understanding. Those little adjustments are unique to you: they’re your
personal signature that you develop as you make the art your own.
As the late Professor Pat Browne liked to say, “It’s martial arts, not
martial Xeroxing.”
Stephen R Balzac, Godan, is the sensei of the MIT Kodenkan located in Cambridge (our fair city), MA.

Order Online
https://www.ajjf.org/store/
Call (541) 246-4049
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Dr. Bill Gessner, In Memoriam
By his wife, Barb Gessner

Bill Gessner, 92, died unexpectedly yet peacefully in his
sleep early Saturday morning, January 27, 2018. He was
the loving and devoted husband of Barbara Gessner for
over 34 years.
Bill was born on September 1, 1925 in Norristown, Pennsylvania
and graduated from
high school at the age
of 16. Bill served in
the U.S. Navy during
World War II, and
upon returning home
began his studies at
what is now East
Stroudsburg University, graduating in 1950 as a teacher
of “The Sciences”.
Ten years later he found himself on the teaching faculty
in the Department of Physics of that same institution,
a position he held until his retirement 29 years later.
During that time, he developed a curriculum of practical, applied physics specifically designed for non-science
majors. This program was extremely well received. A
few years after beginning to teach at ESU, Bill completed his Doctor of Education degree from University of
Pennsylvania.

Bill continued to teach Jujitsu at East Stroudsburg University until the time of his retirement in 1989; however,
he continued to teach at various camps and seminars for
both the United States Judo Association and the AJJF.
Even after a couple of major medical issues necessitated
his using a walker, he still attended weekly classes run
by his wife Barb at both Rutgers University and nearby
community centers in central New Jersey, and always
offered his feedback to the students. These classes are a
90-minute drive from our home in northeastern Pennsylvania.
My encounter with Bill began as a student in one of his
physics classes, and then a week or so later in Jujitsu.
As a sensei, Dr. G., as his students call him, loved and
valued each and every student, helping each to grow to
the best of their ability, and affirming them along the
way based on the inherent gifts and talents of each.
When I began Jujitsu, the dojo was filled with around 35
students each night. It was Dr. G. who taught me that
Jujitsu was much more than the techniques. That if the
student wasn’t able to “live” the principles in their life
outside the dojo, they had totally missed the point of
this system.

After moving to the Poconos, Dr. G., as he came to be
known, became involved in the Martial Art of Danzan
Ryu Jujitsu at the local YMCA, eventually taking over
the instruction of the classes there, starting a student
club at the college, and getting the classes incorporated
into the academic program in Physical Education. He
also began teaching a predominantly children’s programs
in Stroudsburg and Portland, Pennsylvania, which had
about 60 members.
Bill served for 15 years as Director of Region IV for
the American Judo & Jujitsu Federation, covering all of
northeastern United States, from Illinois east and Virginia north. He was honored for over 50 years of membership and service to that organization.
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Bill’s connection with the AJJF came through Ed
Kent in New York City, who preceded him as
Regional Director. In 1970 AJJF Professors Bud
Estes and Lamar Fisher visited Ed’s dojo. Profs
Estes and Fisher, along with Professor Tom Ball,
continued to visit East Stroudsburg Kodenkan,
Bill’s dojo at East Stroudsburg University, every
year or so for the AJJF Regional Conventions
there, till 1980 when his wife Barb began hosting
them at her dojo at Rutgers University. Bill was
promoted to Sandan in DZR at the 1975 AJJF
National Convention in Redding, California.
We also attended Blackbelt Camp in Illinois a couple of years at which Bill and I participated fully
as students. He tested for and received the rank of
Yodan in the AJJF in 1991 at the age of 66.
Being a humble man, Bill never blew his own
horn, and consequently, did not receive the recognition he deserved. However, he was acknowledged by the local martial arts community, as
illustrated by the honor given to him at a Karate
demonstration we attended at East Stroudsburg

University in which the hosting Sensei announced
his presence in the audience, asked him to stand, and
introduced him to the crowd as “The Grandfather of
martial arts in Monroe County” [Pennsylvania].
Bill used to tell me that “the greatest honor a teacher
can receive is for the student to surpass the teacher.”
Not surprisingly, he took great pride in my accomplishments in Jujitsu and Judo, and I hope he realized the
enormous part he had in my achieving them. I only
hope that my students will also grow beyond what I
have been able to pass on to them.
Editor’s Note: This article was previously published in the PJA
Newsletter. It has been published here by permission of the
author, Barb Gessner.
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REDDING JUJITSU ACADEMY, INC.
45th Annual Kata Contest, November 4th 2017
PLACEMENT & DIVISION
1 ST ADV. PEE WEE
2 ND ADV. PEE WEE
1 ST JR. BEGINNER
2 ND JR. BEGINNER
3 RD JR. BEGINNER
1 ST JR. ADVANCED
2 ND JR. ADVANCED
1 ST SR. BEG. WHITE
2 ND SR. BEG. WHITE
3 RD SR. BEG. WHITE
1 ST SR. BEG. BLUE
2 ND SR. BEG. BLUE
3 RD SR. BEG. BLUE
1 ST SR. ADV. GREEN
2 ND SR. ADV. GREEN
3 RD SR. ADV. GREEN
1 ST SR. ADV. BROWN 3 & 2
2 ND SR. ADV. BROWN 3 & 2
3 RD SR. ADV. BROW 3 & 2
1 ST SR. ADV. BROWN 1
2 ND SR. ADV. BROWN 1

DOJO
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
CHICO KODENKAN
CHICO KODENKAN
MEDFORD JUDO
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
DAVIS JUDO KAI
MAKOTO KAI
MEDFORD JUDO
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
REDDING JUJITSU
WASENSHI KAN
HALE OÕLIMA
JUJITSU DO
CHICO KODENKAN
CHICO KODENKAN
CHICO KODENKAN
CHICO KODEBKAN
HIGH SIERRA JUJITSU
MAKOTO KAI
MEDFORD JUDO
MEDFORD JUDO

CONTESTANTS
CHARLOTTE KLOTZER
JULIAN URENA
0ZWALDO ROBLES
KELLOG KARNATZ
ADAL SANDOVAL*
TOMOS LINK
NIKO LINK
CELINE HIGBY
IAN Mc KENZIE
TYLER PENKERT*
EVAN SACKIN
ZAMARA KLOTZER
TIM WATSON
REGINA DUFFY
SAM TRETJAKOV*
KEN PAQUETTE
JONATHAN TAYLOR*
ABBEY APPLE
SARA ROBLES
TORI LUCHINI
SCOTT FAIRFIELD
ZARRIN KLOTZER
WES PATRICK
MARIE FRIEND
JACLYN KONG
SETH WATKINS
DESIREE CARUTHERS
TIMUR MAMMODOV*
SARAH JIMENEZ
JACK TERRELL
MIRA WATKINS
VICTOR JIMENEZ
VANESSA WEBER
MICHAEL THOMPSON
JACK HOPFINGER
MICHAEL BEAMS
*Denotes Singleton
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Kodenkan DZR Jujitsu and Judo Clinic 2018 Thotnton, IL

Above: Professor Kaplowitz (photo credit Ryan Welles).
Right: Professors, sensei, and participants from successful exams (photo credit Su Gould). Below: Professor
Colton (photo credit Su Gould).

Redding 45th Annual Kata Contest, November 4th 2017 (Continued)
ELITE SELF DEFENSE
ELITE SELF DEFENSE
DEMONSTRATION REDDING JUJITSU
OPEN BLACK
WASENSHI KAN
HALE OÕLIMA
REDDING JUJITSU

JOHN PFUND
LEO VATEV
DAN SIMARD
RODRIGO GARCIA
DIANNA McKENZIE
JERED HALLSTROM

Tournament Championship Awards:
High Score Kata: Timur Mammodov from Jujitsu Do
High Score Combative: Julian Urena from Redding Jujitsu
Kiai Echo							April 2017 - February 2018					
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It’s Not What You Think
Sohn Wehseler

One of a sensei’s never-ending goals is to pass on lessons learned, the truths that they themselves have struggled so hard to achieve. Ultimately it is the sensei’s wish
for their students to attain and surpass what they have
become, and to continue the ryu for future generations.
If the student is ready for the lesson and is willing to do
the work, the magic will happen.
Lately during class I have found myself bantering on
about the advantageous nature of simplicity. I explain
that the understanding of our arts over time should
become more simple, and easier to comprehend. The
deeper our experience, the less complicated it should be.
In a strange way, we as practitioners of DZR have spent
a great deal of time and effort working on how not to
do the techniques, so that eventually we come to a more
refined perception of what this is all about. With progress measured in years, we whittle away at extraneous
movements to awaken to this implication: what we don’t
do in an art is as important as what we do. I can still
hear Prof. Fisher’s words ringing true: “I thought that I
had seen every wrong way this technique could be done,
but you have shown me yet another!”
Though I enjoy a similar sarcastic teaching style, occasionally we as sensei must offer something constructive
– and heaven forbid – practical. While nursing a dinged
rib and unable to actively participate in much of class, I
found myself observing our students much more than I
was accustomed to. Having preached endlessly on how
important it is to actively participate every possible moment, I am reluctant to admit I may have gained some
insight by simply watching class. While our blackbelts
worked hard on the Oku list, I believe I had a moment
of clarity which sent my mind whirling with all its implications.
What I realized isn’t something new, revolutionary or
even cool. In fact, I am willing to bet that many of you
reading this already know what I observed that evening.
My Sensei Ward Melenich even had it written on our
chalkboard a few months prior. As students, we simply
train the arts. As sensei, we must achieve a higher acuity
so that we might transmit the tradition. I guess I am just
a bit slow in that department. In my defense I feel that I
indeed understood the overlying principle, but failed to

see how far reaching it was. For sensei, those nuggets
are pure gold – the concepts that unify so much of
what we do.
What was it that my sensei had written on the chalkboard that is so incredibly profound it compelled me to
write this wordy and overdone article? Here it comes:
“It’s pushing”. I warned you, and yet you are still underwhelmed. What I noticed while watching our BB’s
was a sharp pulling back on uke’s arm while finishing
an armwhip. Mankind’s natural tendency towards possession and “grabbiness” serve us poorly in all aspects
of our lives, and the martial arts are no exception. I
began to notice the prevalence of contraction in much
of what I was seeing. Extension – conversely – tends
to aid in the efficiency and effectiveness of our arts. In
katate hazushi ichi, for example, we should push our
elbow forward with our center, not pull our wrist back
with our bicep. In tsurikomi goshi we should extend
uke out off of our hip, not pull the arms to wrap them
around our midsection. In gyaku juji jime we should be
extending the distal heads of our ulnas into uke’s carotid arteries, not pulling our hands to our own chests. In
kote gaeshi we extend uke’s elbow out over their pinky
toe to throw their shoulder through an arc, not pull the
arm back towards yourself so they can simply turn to
face you, still standing.
I know there are many ways to do an art, and there are
also counters to all of them. I also know that there are
exceptions to all rules. That being said, I feel that the
majority of what I do is extension from my center. I
now hear all the aikidoka in the world saying “No *hit
Sherlock!” I already told you, I’m kind of slow.
The more I thought about it, the more the idea of extension made sense. Whether considering specifics or
painting with a broader brush, it holds true more often
than not. Take posture for example: I know that concentrating on good posture will improve virtually any
art, and that good posture is extension, not contraction. The physical benefits of focusing on extension
are many, but the system of DZR goes way beyond its
laundry list of techniques.
We as students struggle for years to grasp our sensei’s
lessons, frustrating ourselves to no end. We look to the
sky, arms outstretched and yell “Why?!!!” Or, regretfully we blunder on in complete denial thinking that we
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have “got it.” Are these roadblocks to mastery caused by
some disability, or as Sensei Bob Kunkel says: “because
you are encumbered with 2 good knees?” Not likely. If
we have been training a technique for 5-10 years with
little progress, it may just be because of the “10 lbs of
dead weight lying on our shoulders” (Prof. Jenkins).

Zen commands us to live in this moment, free from
the failures of the past, and devoid of the anxieties of
the future. Serious study may yield independence from
a judgmental, discriminating mind. Zen also teaches us
that our true nature – a nature of freedom and realization – lies within us. It lies within us at this very moment. Having said all that, know that inside our mind
The mind is a tricky devil. We ourselves create this
is a power so controlling it works around the clock to
paradox: We can’t master the arts until we control our
derail everything we have worked so hard for. The ego
mind, and no mind will be mastered until our skills
must be carefully understood for what it is: the single
permit. The more we emotionally invest in a technique,
most destructive force in our lives. Work to recognize
the more it is likely to fail. Our minds seem quite willing it when you see it, especially within yourself. When we
to invent complexity where it need not exist – and this,
gain the ability to see our ego at work and the damage
I can assure you, is not the correct path. When it comes it does, we then create the opportunity for change.
to the mind, thankfully, Zen can offer some freedom
Education, training, and awareness allow us to carve
from the dualities we face. Zen itself is no picnic, but
away at our ego’s control, to mitigate its power over
over time can be of great benefit to our studies of the
our lives. Appreciate that this work you must do will be
martial arts. In the context of our lessons, Zen demands anything but easy (believe me), and can never end. Our
us to be unattached, to be free from what we imagine
ego would have us very inwardly focused, but through
the art to be. To be free from the experience of the 1000 extension – or gazing beyond ourselves – we might get
previous attempts at an art, and again I will repeat: free
to make some headway on this “character” thing.
from what we imagine the art to be.
So maybe when we consider extension rather than conSenior Instructor Jeff Meyers was teaching at a National traction, we should also be making an effort to operate
Convention class I was attending some years ago. Jeff
a little outside our comfort zones – to expand beyond
said something that I have thought about on and off
what we think we know. Faith in our sensei, faith in our
since he said it: “In order to improve, we must change
system, and a work ethic 100 times what we thought
what we are currently doing.” This statement seems
possible will get us there. There will be times of great
quite obvious, but how often is it practiced? The most
progress, and many more of great failure. In the very
simple of concepts are quite often the deepest.
next class that you attend, ask yourself a couple of
questions: Are you ready for the lesson? Are you willOur minds are the biggest roadblock to our improveing to do the work? If you can answer a sincere yes to
ment. Time and again we witness our peers effortlessly
both questions, then I can assure you – the magic will
dispense of uke after uke. Attempting to do the same,
happen.
we end up with less than spectacular results. We clamp
on to our uke with either the memory of a 1000 failed
attempts or the blind intent to throw uke down no
matter what. Digging our meat hooks in, we attach
ourselves so thoroughly that a Hollywood special effects
crew couldn’t save our techniques with all the cables and
pulleys in the world. As students, we desire to succeed
so strongly we are willing to ignore our sensei’s instruction and unwilling to abandon what we imagine the art
to be – and as a result – unwilling to change. Surely it is
not the intention to forsake instruction, but 9 times out
of 10 this is exactly what we are doing. Our quest for
greatness can get us into a lot of trouble. As I see it, this
is simply another example of contraction and exercising
our egos.
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My Journey to Sandan
Ivan Ochoa

Allow me to take you back to when this began…

monitors. Once I was settled and plugged in, I was put
into the ER holding area until I was seen by first a nurse,
then a neurosurgeon. I was then notified what time the
surgery would happen.
A little after 3:00 AM, when I was finally awake enough
to fully process everything, my mother, my Sensei and
two of my dojo mates where there to greet me. I didn’t
realize how precarious of an ordeal it actually was. It
turned out my body rejected the catheter when it was
inserted into my head, it had coiled outside of the skull
underneath the skin. This was discovered when my surgeon looked at an x-ray, after the operation. They waited
half an hour for another operating room. When all was
said and done, the same group were there to greet me. I
looked like I was at the losing end of a bar fight, sporting a fully bandaged head.

One weeknight in March 2017, during my jujitsu class,
everything was going as usual until I got up from executing a technique and was quickly overwhelmed by a
rather familiar yet long forgotten sensation of fatigue.
Long forgotten because the last time I felt this was back
during high school. Getting home, I shrugged it off
as me not having taken a break. Though deep down, I
knew what was taking place, having dealt with several
similar situations in my life.

Truth be told,I had been in denial, but I knew deep
down how big of a fight this was. While I was under
the anesthetic, I felt as if I was fading and fading fast.
But I felt two very familiar presences during this: my
Brother Gabe Anthony Gomez and that of David Grant
Abraham. After I got home, everything seemed okay, at
first – flash forward to the middle of April 2017, and I
had to go back in, for what I’m not entirely sure. Little
would I have realized that I would be right back in there
a third time, soon enough.

Later, one morning in April 2017, I found myself getting up off the floor after a fainting spell. About two
hours had passed. We decided that it would be in our
best interests to try to beat the crowd to the Emergency
Room (ER). After waiting for what seemed an eternity,
completing the paperwork and waiting for a room, I
was in the holding area being hooked up to an IV and

When June of that year came around, yet again something felt amiss. On June 9, 2017, I found myself on the
business end of an IV and a scalpel, in order to remedy what maybe should have been done from the very
beginning. After everything was said and done, I was
gifted with a rather bad haircut and a few scars to match
my current set. I can also recall a very unsettling feeling,

You can donate to the AJJF by making purchases on Amazon!
Every transaction that starts from smile.amazon.com donates a small percentage to
a nonprofit organization. We hope that you will select American Judo and Jujitsu
Federation for your Amazon smile donation Thank you!
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my being hyperaware coupled with my body’s inability to
move. While my body reacted violently to even the tiniest of external forces placed upon me, I had no ability
to verbalize my discomfort.
As my recovery began, I was thrown off of my normal
routine so much that my personality began to undergo a subtle yet drastic change. I went quite a long time
without keeping everyone abreast of my situation, with
the exception of my Sensei and three others: my Brother
Gabe Anthony, David Abraham and Joe Serio. As time
went on, I began falling into a depression due in part
to the inactivity and medication regimen. It would have
been worse had it not been for the aforementioned individuals. I had to put my physical training aside, giving
my body, mind and spirit the necessary time to heal.
During that time the Internal training began, in order to
“reclaim” that which I had felt I had “lost.” Had it not
been for my brother, the outcome would have been vast-

ly different. Not many would have expected me to be
able to endure the strains placed upon me by these trials.
Many would venture to ask, “why continue to fight,
when there’s a possibility you can wind up losing it all?”
to that I answer, “one, I have very little left to lose and
two, I must continue fighting not for myself, but for
those whom depend upon me. My surrendering would
signify that I’ve given in to my demons, and that simply
isn’t who I am.” I resumed my training to prepare for a
Sandan exam scheduled for August of that same year.
Since the issues described above, I’ve had two similar
scares, several medication change-ups, and many great
training opportunities with my jujitsu family.
Editor’s Note: I was privileged to watch Ivan’s successful and
exceptional Sandan exam in August, 2017.
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A Search for the Ema Method of Mind Body Forging
Richard Howell, Yodan, Sensei Yoshin Jitsu Kai

A few years ago, Professor George Arrington was able
to get the correct translation of a banner in the backdrop of an old photo of Professor Henry Seishiro
Okazaki. Okazaki was demonstrating a technique using
a tatami needle pierced through his arm to hold a heavy
object. The banner described ‘The Ema method of
mind body forging”. From that we know that Okazaki
studied a specific mind-body building system. Arrington
has described his investigations and the basic practices of the Ema method in a series of articles including
one in this publication[ 1]. There is a convincing case
that the source of several entries in our Kiai no Maki
list comes from Okazaki’s study of the Ema method
of mind body forging and other similar systems. We all
spend phenomenal time studying jujitsu and healing arts.
These are arts that Okazaki learned and then taught in
the Kodenkan as Dan Zan Ryu Jujitsu. So it is exciting
to find a source of knowledge that Okazaki used in his
own development. It presents the opportunity that we
could go to that source to study and become better jujitsu students, and that we could study with the teacher’s
teachers.
After Arrington’s article was published I had an opportunity to tour Japan with my friends and business
partners. On such a trip I usually try to find some special
martial arts experience for myself. For this trip I chose
to visit some old friends near Tokyo and to find an
expert on the Ema method. To prepare for my search I
assembled what information we had at the time. This
included Japanese language articles on the system and
it’s founder, Ema Shunichi (see Figure 1). I found these by
searching on the Japanese characters and using Google translate to read the Japanese language results. I
made a copy of a book from the 1920 volume “Ema
System Mind-Body Forging Method,” (see Figure 2) that
Arrington found on the Ema method. I also asked for
assistance from T. Hyodo who is an Aikido 4’th Dan
living in Tokyo. Over the years Hyodo has shared other
martial arts adventures with me. So with this preparation
we went to Japan with the hope of meeting Japanese
who were able to read the book and articles and tell me
something about the Ema method. The grand prize
would be to find some group who actually did the practice and get live instruction.

Our first stop was Kyoto where we stayed for 12 days.
It was our hub for other activities and we were at the
same hotel for the whole time. Once we were settled
in I approached the young lady at the service desk with
my Japanese materials and asked for help in locating
someone who might have a deeper understanding of the
system. She was very interested to help me research this
“very Japanese “ subject. It was more engaging than her
usual routine of scheduling temple tours and making
restaurant reservations.
Every morning our group would go out to see the
sights and when we returned we would receive a report
of progress in searching for anyone who might know
of the Ema method. Our concierge called universities,
martial arts organizations and dojos, and cultural centers,
but with no luck. Some had heard of the Ema method
but no one knew of anyone who currently practiced it
or had seen the techniques practiced. The Kyoto Budokai even had Ema’s book in their library. By the way
our helpful concierge had difficulty reading the book.
She complained “it has so many old kanji”.
I also visited the budokai. It has a beautiful old wood
dojo and next to it a modern brick gymnasium. At the
Budokai I was not allowed to speak to the higher people
that my Japanese concierge was able to reach by phone.
In fact I was stopped at the door and invited back to
view public practice at a later time. My plan to have native Japanese help me got me much farther in the door
than asking for myself for this very Japanese subject.
Never-the-less neither my enthusiastic young concierge
nor I found an expert or anyone directly familiar with
the Ema method while I was in Kyoto.
In Tokyo I enlisted my friend and colleague Toshio
Hyodo . Dr Hyodo understood my request and was even
able to present me with a copy of the book when we
met. Toshio Hyodo is an old professional friend and
a Yondan in Aikido. He understood the significance
of the search and was in position to help me. So I was
really excited when he asked me to take the train out to
Tsukuba to meet an academic who was knowlegible in
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martial arts. Maybe this interview would be the gate to
meeting current Ema method practioners and learning
about that system.
Toshio did not say who we were meeting and so I was
completely surprised when I was introduced to Kiyoshi
Kamura. He was not some historian of martial arts.
Kamura is the author of Transparent Power and a 10’th
Dan in Daito Ryu Aikibujitsu. His book is a Japanese
best seller and is now available in English. Transparent
Power describes the teaching and philosophy of his sensei, Yokoyoshi Sagawa. Sagawa is considered by many
Japanese to have understood aiki better than any other
martial artist of his generation. Sagawa was the prime
student of Sokaku Takeda and soke or inheritor of the
Daito Ryu Aikibujitsu System. This interview was one
of the special martial arts moments in my life and I will
describe the details in a separate article later. We talked
about many esoteric things and he gave me personal
physical demonstrations, but we did not discuss the Ema
method.
Once I had returned to California I continued one last
time. Ema Shunichi was married to a famous actor and
his children and grandchildren were Japanese show business stars. His grandson is Kayama Yuzo. Kayama is
a Rock and Roll star and still very famous in Japan. He
is still alive but no longer performs regularly. He may
sometimes appear at a museum that showcases his songs
and costumes located in Nishi Izu Provance. I was unable to find a direct contact address but I did write both

there may still be some Japanese who are carrying on
the Ema method. But if they exist they are making no
effort to be recognized in Japan or elsewhere. It seems
that the largest group practicing any of the Ema method
techniques today is Dan Zan Ryu jujitsu. Todays Ema
method experts are the people with expertise who are
your workout partners on the mat when you are doing
certain Kiai no Maki arts. So the search for an Ema
method student ends every morning when you look in
the mirror.
1. G. Arrington, “ On the Origins of Okazaki Seishiro’s Mind
Body Training “ Kiai Echo Spring and Summer 2013.
2. Ema, Shunichi, (see Figure 2), Ema_Shiki_Shinshin_Tanrenho, Ema System Mind-Body Forging Method. There does not
seem to be a translation of this book into English. Digital translators such as Goggle translate fail and complain about archaic
kanji. Even the Japanese I asked complained about the large
number of obsolete characters.

Figure 1:
Figure 2:

his publisher and his fan club. Unfortunately there was no response.
From my results it appears that the
active study of the Ema method of
mind body forging in Japan has ended
and even the stories have drifted into
history. The Ema method is a very Japanese activity and most of the references were found by searching in Japanese.
But even my Japanese friends could not
find any current practice or expertise.
While I gave this search my best shot
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Sixteen Years of Palmetto Jujitsu Clinics
Patrick Hedgepath

will always remember that first clinic.

To think that the Palmetto Jujitsu Clinic has been going
on for 5 years longer than I’ve been a martial artist still
humbles me. 16 years of anything can be impressive all
by itself without saying another word. I look back on my
time as a martial artist, the people I’ve met, the relationships I’ve forged, and it amazes me. To me, Danzan Ryu
is just as much about the relationships with people I
have met as it is about the actual techniques themselves.
One of the main ways we cultivate these relationships is
through clinics. Sensei would always stress to us how important it was to “get outside of the house” from time
to time. It is so true.
To meet and share ideas with people that have the same
sickness as we do (DZR) can’t be over stressed. I look
back to the very first PJA Clinic that I attended 11 years
ago. Wow! Has it really been that long ago already? I had
just started taking classes at PJA at the ripe old age of
33. I was new enough to still have that starchy feeling in
my belt. You know that new belt smell and you can’t get
the thing to lay down because it wants to stick straight
out. There I was literally taking every class I could until
my feet began to peel from being on the mat so much.

I remember looking on in both amazement and doubt
as I watched Goldberg Sensei do demonstrations of
Daito Ryu. I vividly remember going up to him (like an
idiot) after watching one of the classes and asking him
when they were shaking on the floor was that some
form of the kata or was that real? He did not answer,
but another black belt did. His name was Josh Grant
and he looked at my patch on my new gi and said.
“You one of Sensei Tom Ryan’s students?” I said yeah
for about 4 weeks. Then he said “Well I don’t believe
in bullsh*t, you should come try the class.” While he
was calmly folding his gi two things happened in that
moment. First, I realized I probably didn’t approach
that question in the best form. Second, I didn’t know it
at the time but I had made a friend in Josh (maybe not
right away but I grew on him).
Had it not been for him making the trip to our clinic, I
may have never started those conversations. I may have
never learned what Daito Ryu even was. I may not have
the relationship that I have with Professor Brzykcy. My
point is if it were not for our clinics (and many other
clinics out there) I would not have the many relationships with people that I currently have. I treasure these
relationships as I am sure many of you do, and I try to
add to my Ohana every year through them. Each of
our clinics provide a unique experience to the people
that come.
I have grown in my own training from the starchy gi
white belt to just one more spoke in the wheel that
helps to run the PJA clinic. I think our clinic tries to
offer more than just DZR to those that come. We have
sticks and knives and guns OH MY! The gun classes
are always popular. Sensei Wheeler even set up a little
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house clearing tent about 2 years ago with simunition
rounds. Talk about getting your heart rate up when you
know they are actually able to shoot back.

I really connected with and appreciated the words
Professor Colton said. What were those words you ask?
Sorry you would have to come to the class. Those that
comes gets as the saying goes. The clinic itself reminds
Did I mention we also have healing classes the entire
me every year how far I and the people around me that
weekend? Some of the best practitioners of seifukujitsu I share in these experiences have come, and how far we
are here teaching classes. People you might only see at
have yet to go. It’s really exciting! You know the clinic is
our clinic, like Michael Burkett. Michael currently works having an impact when you overhear Professor Shehorn
with the athletes at the University of SC so he has
(a first time PJA clinic attendee) tell somebody, “I will
plenty of experience with seeing injuries and dealing
definitely be back to this again next year.” with a big
with those issues. He is just one of the people that have happy childlike smile on his face.
a wealth of knowledge in this area. We try to get each
professor out to clinic as they are available. This year I
There are so many good clinics out there to try. My goal
got to spend some time with Professor Cross (not new in the coming years is to try to go to some of these
but new to me) and Professor Shehorn. Both different
clinics I have never made it to before. Meet new peoand yet both exceeded my expectations. I really valued
ple I will call friends or even brothers and sisters in my
the Shin Yo class that Profs. Cross, Colton and SheOhana. I want to take this opportunity to invite each of
horn gave. It was really nice to get outside of the kata
you to come see us this year for out 17th annual fall clinbut still see the kata in each technique.
ic. Our dates this year are October 18th – 20th so mark
your calendars!

• Please Consider Helping Us
Through Financial Gifts To

• The Christopher Ball Shodan

•

Scholarship
• The General Fund
• The Kokua Fund
The Master Okazaki Convention
Scholarship
• The Professor Pat Browne
Massage Scholarship
• The Wounded Warrior Fund

Your donation can go a long way,
they all add up. Please view
our new Donations Page at
www.ajjf.org/donate

Mahalo For Your Kokua!
mgm
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Black Belt Promotions April 2017 – January 2018
To the rank of Shodan:
Austin Redlich, a student of Cara Parmigiani at Zanshin Jujitsu
Brian Whitham, a student of Jeremy Schoener at SoRyuKan Dojo & Healing Arts
Brittany Christensen, a student of John Cleary at Shin Ho Kan
Derrick Psaros, a student of Sensei Richard Howell at Yoshin Jitsu Kai
Graham O’Brien Johnson, a student of Professor Cross at Jujitsu Do Martial Arts Center
& Ryan McDaniel at North Portland KaishinKai Danzan Ryu Dojo
Joshua Pizano, a student of John Cleary at Shin Ho Kan
Nicollette Mahealani Peak, a student of Travis Prose at Osoku Wakasu Dojo
Shane Bechtold, a student of Matt Fried at Ronin Kai
Stephen Jones, a student of John Cleary at Shin Ho Kan
To the rank of Nidan:
Aaron Blake, a student of Professor Robert Hudson at Halau O Ho’ Omana
Angel Lopez, a student of Sensei Filiberto Gutierrez and School Head at Lokahi DZR
Austin Stahl, a student of Sensei Jeff Meyers at Nibukikan
John Morrison, a student of Professor Tom Ryan at Palmetto Jujitsu Academy
Jose Gonzalez, a student of Sensei Filiberto Gutierrez and Co-School Head at Danzan
Ryu Ohana
To the rank of Sandan:
Hoang Mai, a student of Sensei Robert Rainey at Lawndale Jujitsu Kai
Ivan Ochoa, a student of Sensei Filiberto Gutierrez at Danzan Ryu Chicago
John Morris, a student of Professors Dennis Estes and Robert Hodgkin at Shin Budo Kai
Nathan Hill, a student of Sensei Dan Browning at Shinzen Kai
Noah Visscher, a student of Jeanette McGrath at Yama Naka Jujitsu
Travis Prose, a student of Sensei Thabiti Sabahive and School Head at Osoku Wakasu
Dojo
AJJF National Convention 2017 Promotions:
To the rank of Godan:
Sensei Harry Burleson,
Sensei Kimo Williams
To the rank of Rokudan:
Sensei Dan Browning
Sensei Filiberto Gutierrez
Sensei Lyle Najita
Sensei Ward Melenich
To the rank of Hachidan:
Professor Tom Ryan
With the title of Professor:
Hillary Kaplowitz, Rokudan
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In Praise of Sitting on the Sidelines
John A. Lynch

I recently suffered through a non-jujitsu-related medical
condition that kept me off of the mat for just over a
month. I’m only a blue belt, and I’ll be honest with y’all:
I’ve been struggling with my nage. I have a lot of fear,
I use a lot of muscle, and I have a lot of trouble maintaining my balance, among other problems. As a result,
while the other blue belts in my class have gradually
been testing for (and receiving!) their green belts, I still
haven’t even learned the complete nage list. When my
illness began, I was concerned that the time off would
slow me down even further.
While I’m a novice in jujitsu, I’m not exactly a novice
when it comes to learning. By day, as part of my work in
educational technology for the University of California,
I study how learning happens. What causes learning, and
how can we accelerate it as much as possible? To address
my frustration about my illness, I resolved to make an
experiment out of my situation: could I apply what I
know about teaching and learning to minimize the loss
(or maximize the gain?) that would occur until I was able
to actually train again? I resolved to attend and watch as
many classes as I could, and do my best to learn from
the sidelines.
To understand what happened next, it helps to understand a little bit of learning theory. Cognitive load
theory says that, when humans are presented with new
knowledge, they “learn” it by connecting it to existing
frameworks of knowledge in their head, called schemas.
As you practice a new skill or task more and more, it becomes more “automatic,” which means that the schema
to which it belongs becomes easier for you to retrieve
from long term memory. Metaphorically, it becomes
more deeply etched into your brain.
Now, schemas themselves seem to produce incredible
value: according to cognitive load theory, and backed
up by a lot of solid research, it takes your brain the
same amount of work to retrieve an entire schema from
memory as it does to retrieve a single, isolated skill or
fact. This is literally what enables expertise: schemas
mean that a black belt can call to memory and apply any
art from any of our lists just as quickly as a white belt
can remember katate hazushi ichi. However, schemas are
only as good as the knowledge in them. If you have a

bad or incomplete schema, it doesn’t matter how fluent
you are in it; it will not reliably produce the results that
you expect, because you are repeatedly and automatically
doing something wrong. (Or, as Sensei Mark Roberts
says, “Practice doesn’t make perfect. Perfect practice
makes perfect.)
The problem of incorrect schema is a very important problem for education researchers. Students at the
university level bring a great deal of knowledge with
them when they arrive at a class for the first time. Some
of that knowledge is correct and useful; and some of
it… isn’t. I’m bad at math, so I can never learn algebra.
I have a bad memory, so I will never learn French. The
South won the Civil War. In this model of learning, in
order for a student to progress (AKA learn), they first
have to correct their bad schema. Otherwise no matter
how much time they spend studying, they’ll have a hard
time improving, because the schema onto which they
are trying to attach any new knowledge is fundamentally
flawed.
Unfortunately, identifying a flawed schema and fixing it
is not a natural human skill. Our internal narratives can
be remarkably resistant to change. Have you ever seen
someone who makes the same mistakes with money
again and again? Or keeps having the same argument
with their spouse, over and over? Even though the
behavior doesn’t get them what they want (presumably,
long-term happiness and prosperity), they repeat it
because it is part of a behavioral schema: when I receive
input X, I provide output Y.
According to this theoretical model, then, one of the
main responsibilities of a teacher is to help students
identify their incorrect schemas and replace them with
better schemas. However, even when people are intellectually aware of their errors, the automatic nature of
schemas can make them very, very difficult to fix. Just
because a sensei sees that a student needs to perform
more kuzushi, and has told the student that she needs
to perform more kuzushi, and the student has acknowledged that she needs to perform more kuzushi, doesn’t
mean that the student actually understands how
				Continued on Page 20
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Sitting on the Sidelines - Continued from Page 19
to change her schema to perform more kuzushi! (Raise
your hand if you’ve seen this happen on the mat.)
(Wow. That’s a lot of hands.)
There are a lot of strategies and challenges for interrupting this process, one of which is to teach students
the habit of “metacognition,” that is, thinking about
thinking. When you engage in metacognition, you first
compare your actual results with your expected results,
then you examine the process by which you arrived at
your actual results, and you finally develop a hypothesis
about how that process either did or did not help you
achieve your expected results (based both on the difference between your actual and expected results, and between your actual results with this process vs. your actual
results with the last process that you tried). This sounds
super-obvious on paper, but research has shown that it’s
surprisingly hard for most people to do without training.
If you’re doing it right, metacognition won’t necessarily tell you what’s wrong with your process (AKA your
schema); but it does make you more aware of processes
that do not produce the results that you want, which is
the first step in fixing them.
Okay, enough theory; back to jujitsu. Even though I
couldn’t train with my classmates, once the worst of
my illness had passed, I began going back to class and
watching from the sidelines. It was a very different perspective from what I was used to: not only was I watching every throw from a different angle, but I was also
seeing it over and over and over and over again, without
once trying to apply my existing schema to actually doing it. And from this new position, I saw a lot of things
that I hadn’t previously noticed on the mat.
For example, when Sensei Ken Gadbury does an uchi
momo harai, he doesn’t step in with his right foot at all;
he just swings his left foot back and around 270°, which
puts him in the ideal position to plant that foot and lift
up his right leg, sweeping the inside of uke’s left thigh.
How and why does he do that? Or when Sensei Werner
Armbrust unbalances uke for seoi nage, not only does
uke begin to lean forward, but it looks like sensei leans
backward at the exact same angle: there’s a perfectly
straight line extending from his right foot up, along his

leg, through his body, to the top of his head, perfectly
matching uke’s forward lean. How and why does he do
that? Neither of these facts were part of my schema for
either of these throws, but if they were good enough for
a black belt, they were worth examining.
Thinking about these observations and trying to duplicate them at home, with no uke, forced me to fundamentally rethink my nage schemas. For example, watching Sensei Armbrust’s seoi nage, my first thought was,
Wow, it’s like he’s fitting in perfectly underneath uke as
he kuzushes uke. “Fitting in,” of course, is the translation of tsukuri, the second stage of a nage. Instead of
imagining these two stages as separate, I began to wonder, could they be overlapping? Is my kuzushi (looking
at uke’s wristwatch) also the beginning of my tsukuri
(stepping in with my right foot)?
Meanwhile, for Sensei Gadbury to swing his left leg the
way that he did in uchi momo harai, my experimentation
suggested that he had to first shift his weight completely
over his right leg, and stay standing straight up until he
was ready to begin the thigh sweep. As I played around
with this, I remembered Sensei Armbrust’s instruction to imagine a steel rod going from our heel, up our
spine, and out the top of our head. I asked myself the
question, does that apply in this case? How does this
throw differ if I imagine that I’m rotating around an axis
extending from my right heel up my leg, up my spine, to
my head?
And lo and behold, these two ideas combined, and suddenly uchi momo harai made a lot more sense to me! All
of the questions I’d had about balance and positioning
seemingly fell into place. I began to practice performing
my kuzushi (looking at uke’s wristwatch) and beginning
my tsukuri (stepping in with my right foot) simultaneously, and I imagined that I was rotating around an axis
going from the top of my head down to my left heel.
Then I transferred my weight onto my right foot, and
finished my tsukuri (and began my kake!) by rotating
around an axis extending up from my right foot. The
whole series of movements felt natural, and I understood exactly how uke would move along with me as I
did it.
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As I experimented with this new schema, I tried it with
some of my other throws, too: soto momo harai, o
goshi, seoi nage, seoi goshi. And for all of them, this
new mental model of my body positioning made the
throw feel much more natural, and therefore less scary.
I felt that I could understood how to maintain my
integrity (one of our kihon) through the entire throw.
In general, I felt that, by trying to understand how my
senseis’ throws differed from mine, I had gained a better
understanding of the principles of nage in general.
Of course, the real test would be how my new schema
would work on the mat. As I recovered and practiced
by myself, I became more and more excited to try it out.
Finally, the Monday came when I was finally healthy
enough to get back on the mat, and I walked eagerly into
class that night, ready to practice… all of the yawara
refinements that my classmates had learned that weekend at Camp North? Curses! My moment of truth was
crushed by “crushing the pea!”
Okay, it wasn’t that bad; I just had to wait until Wednesday night’s class to finally get to practice my nage. And
the results were… positive! Was I suddenly perfect at
nage? Nope. But every single one of my throws was
better, and some significantly so. And that tells me that
the time that I spent examining my schemas from the
sidelines was well-invested.
One of the things that I like about training in DZR is
how well we apply most of the principles that cognitive load theory has revealed for effective teaching. We

the learner; and research has shown that developing
strong metacognitive skills can rapidly accelerate learning in any field.
So, while I wouldn’t willingly repeat my month of
convalescence, I am pleased to say that it did not set me
back in my understanding of jujitsu. By attending class
on the sidelines and using that time (when I wasn’t being
distracted by fatigue and my existing mediocre, incomplete schemas) to actively perform metacognitive analysis, I learned quite a bit, arguably more than I would
have learned on the mat during that same time period!
My nage knowledge schemas are now empirically better
than they were before my illness.
I’m not saying that I think that I should stay off the
mat for a longer time, though, or that I recommend that
everyone quit getting on that mat at all, and just watch
Youtube videos of jujitsu throws all day. According to
cognitive load theory, once you have developed a schema, the only way to automate that schema is through
practice. But building up a correct schema takes time.
Actively engaging in metacognition can accelerate that
process, by helping you quickly evaluate changes to your
schema. So, if you find that you’re having trouble understanding or mastering a particular technique, consider
just watching some experts practice it for an hour or
two, from a couple of really weird angles, and see what
you notice. You’d be surprised how much you can learn
from the sidelines.

organize our core techniques into lists
(creating artificial schemas for beginners
until they can develop their own). Our
senseis always demonstrate and explain
arts two or three times before asking
us to try them ourselves (worked examples). Our senseis teach us simpler
techniques before more complex ones
that use the same principles (scaffolding). We follow riai, that is, we apply the
same fundamental principles across all
of our techniques and movements, so
that when we practice one, we practice
all (far transfer). But responsibility for
learning lies with both the teacher and
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Wasenshi Kan Annual Freestyle Contest Results 9/30/17
Division

Level

Contestant

Dojo

Placement

PeeWee

Beginner

Jenifer Rameriz

Wasenshi Kan

1st

PeeWee
PeeWee

Beginner
Advanced

Dylan Egan
Alex Bianchini

Wasenshi Kan
Wasenshi Kan

2nd
1st

Children 7-9

Beginner

Nate Egan

Wasenshi Kan

1st

Children 7-9

Advanced

Gavin Kraft

Makoto Kai

1st

Children 10-12

Beginner

Charles Newton

Redding Jujitsu Academy

1st

Children 10-12

Intermediate

Amelie Enger

Wasenshi Kan

1st

Children 10-12

Intermediate

Alaric Caruthers

Hale O Lima Kokua

2nd

Children 10-12

Advanced

Sara Robles

Redding Jujitsu Academy

1st

Children 10-12

Advanced

Bella Kraft

Makoto Kai

2nd

Teen

Intermediate

Michael Parliament

Wasenshi Kan

1st

Teen

Advanced

Tyler Penkert

Medford Judo & Jujitsu

1st

Senior

Blue

Andy Bianchini

Wasenshi Kan

1st

Senior

Blue

Kraig Sowa

Wasenshi Kan

1st

Senior

Blue

Eddie Cano

Makoto Kai

1st

Senior

Green

Kieran Didio

Makoto Kai

1st (tie)

Senior

Green

Seth Watkins

Wasenshi Kan

1st (tie)

Senior

Green

Michael Beams

Medford Judo & Jujitsu

2nd

Senior

Green

Nick Baaten

Wasenshi Kan

3rd

Senior

Brown

Michael Thompson

Makoto Kai

1st

Senior

Brown

Lori Santiago

Wasenshi Kan

2nd

Senior

Brown

Terry McGarvey

Davis Ju-Do Kai

3rd

Senior

Shodan

Rodrigo Garcia

Wasenshi Kan

1st

Senior

Shodan

Joshua Harrelson

Wasenshi Kan

2nd

Senior

Nidan

Ron Sekulich

Seidokan

1st

Senior

Nidan

Dan Simard

Redding Jujitsu Academy

2nd

Senior

Nidan

Dianna McKinzie

Hale O Lima Kokua

3rd

Wasenshi Kan 327 Main St Roseville, CA 95678 www.wasenshikan.org

Shop the AJJF Store at www.ajjf.org/store
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Four Friends on a Journey: AJJF
North East Region Spring Clinic 2017
Tiffany Evans

Seven years ago, four women attended the annual North
East Region Spring Clinic together. Being inspired by
their wonderful Professor, Tom Ryan, they decided to
travel to Pennsylvania to gain a different perspective on
the art of jujitsu. Equipped with their “Fight like a Girl”
shirts, they were excited and ready to go. Little did they
know that this journey, as well as their love of jujitsu,
would forge a friendship and bond forever. This year
they decided to continue their journey by attending the
2017 annual North East Region Spring Clinic.
Upon arrival, we checked into our beautiful venue.
Throughout the clinic, Sensei Schoener, along with his
wife and daughter, provided a positive and open atmosphere. While we were waiting for the event to begin, we
took a walk down a path adorned with wildflowers to
get our minds centered and ready for jujitsu.
While one of us had their first experience calling a test,
the rest of us took a class working different problem
techniques. It was great to see the upper belts providing
support and input to the ones who were just beginning
their jujitsu journey. Everyone in the class remained
open to trying the different and unique style that all the
different dojos brought to the table.

is an inspiration to all women. With her knowledgeable
insight, we gained valuable information on a women’s
perspective to the art of jujitsu. In this way, we could
better adapt our techniques so that they would be more
effective in any given situation.
After lunch, it was back to work again. Professor Hill,
Professor Colton, and Professor Brzykcy helped provide useful solutions to problem techniques. As always,
their valuable insight was greatly appreciated, and we
felt more confident in our techniques.
We ended our day at Black Belt Class. Thoughts and
struggles were shared in this class. Again, the common
bond we all share by our love of jujitsu was discussed
and understood by all. This class renewed our spirits
and reminded us of the reason we got on the mat in the
first place.
A wonderful time was had by all at the AJJF North East
Region Spring Clinic 2017. We would encourage everyone to take advantage of this opportunity for growth
next year. As friends, we continue our jujitsu journey
with the support of all the incredible people who made
this event possible.

The next day, we ran into Sensei Halligan at breakfast.
We had a very positive conversation in which he encouraged us to engage our minds in the most productive
state, so that we could get the most from our jujitsu
training.
For our first class, we chose Professor Brzykcy’s introduction to Daito Ryu I. In his training, we took many of
our DZR jujitsu techniques and adapted them so that
they would be softer, yet more powerful. By working
with many different people, we figured out how to implement this new style into our DZR techniques.
Next on the list was “Women in Jujitsu” taught by Sensei Stevens. Her quiet, yet powerful command presence
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AJJF Board of Professors and Executive Committee
Meeting Minutes April 28, 2017

Kata Manual
The BOP continues to work on the list of Shinyo no
Maki. The kata manual for Kiai no Maki was released at
Convention 2017.
Convention Committee
The new Convention committee presented some ideas
to the BOP to consider. A few may be implemented at
next year’s Convention (2018).
Purpose, Vision, and Goals of the BOP
The Board of Professors reviewed the Purpose, Vision,
and Goals document it first came up with in 2013. Only
a couple minor changes were made to the original document.
Taishi
Prof Colton has joined this committee, which was
formed to foster communication between the AJJF and
other DZR organizations. They are planning to attend
‘Ohana 2018 in Reno and encourage AJJF members to
attend as well.

Kiai Echo
Jason Davis, Chair of the Kiai Echo, presented several ideas on the importance of pushing out electronic
content in a timely and consistent manner. In the last
issue of the Kiai Echo, one article received 1800 views
within 6 hours of publication. A committee was formed
to present a recommendation for the approval process
of this content.
New Officers and Committee Members
Prof Geoff Lane was elected as the new President of
the AJJF. Marty Brzykcy was elected Vice President and
will chair upcoming BOP and EC meetings. Prof Sheryl
Hager and Cynthia Frueh are new members of the
BOD.
Next Board of Professors and Executive Committee
video and teleconference: June 11, 2017
Respectfully submitted,
Nerissa Freeman
AJJF Board of Professors Scribe

True Stories and Other Damage Podcast Episode #1
Ryan Welles

Jorge Mendez runs Warriors, a dojo in Heredia, Costa
Rica. Warriors offers classes in Danzan Ryu jujutsu,
MMA, Eskrima, Kenpo, and kickboxing. Jorge can be
reached on social media as Warriors Costa Rica or Mendez Jorge. Jorge talks about finding Professor Ramon
Lono Ancho teaching Danzan Ryu in Costa Rica, his
connection to the AJJF and more.
True Stories and Other Damage is an antidote to the
social woes under which we all labor. Our discourse
as intelligent humans does not fit into 180 characters.
These long form conversations highlight our similarities,
help us benefit from our differences and give us a path
towards Kokua. Cross pollinating social networks helps
expand our collective knowledge and expose everyone
to new ideas and perspectives. Exposing oneself to

different ideas and perspectives can only help us understand each other in a deeper and more meaningful way.
So enjoy your cardio workout, cleaning your house,
your commute or wherever you listen to podcasts and
check out stories and conversations from fellow humans
around the world. Who knows, maybe one day we will
sit down with you.
Editor’s Note: This is the first multimedia offering in the new
Kiai Echo format.
To listen to this podcast, view the Kiai Echo online at www.ajjf.
org, or subscribe to it on iTunes.
You can also find this podcast at: www.otherdamage.com
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AJJF Board of Professors and Executive Committee
Meeting Minutes December 10, 2017

Kata Manual
The BOP has been focusing on reviewing the History
and Shinyo no Maki sections of the kata manual.
Convention
It was unanimously approved that the 2019 AJJF National Convention be held in Chicago, Illinois. It will be
hosted by Sensei Monica Villanueva. The BOP has been
working on ideas to help make the Convention schedule
of classes easier to understand and help sensei decide
what classes would be best for their students.The BOP
continues to look for ways to help make Convention be
identified as the AJJF’s flagship event. Special trainings
and classes are still under discussion to encourage as
many registrants to attend as possible. The BOP will be
inviting the heads of other DZR organizations to attend
the Convention banquet. Scott Horiuchi from the AJI
attended last year.
Mat Activities and the Healing Arts
The BOP has formed a committee to study how events
are sanctioned and how it may be possible to have more
healing arts classes count toward an exam candidate’s
mat activities. No changes in current policy are being
implemented at this time.

Council of Senior Instructors
The CSI has become an important resource for school
heads and obtaining information
Senior Instructor Travel
The BOP will be working on updating the list of senior
instructors that are eligible to have their travel expenses
reimbursed by the AJJF. More information is forthcoming.
‘Ohana 2018
The BOP will be working with the organizers of ‘Ohana
2018 to provide AJJF instructors to teach. The BOP encourages all who are able to attend to go to support the
event. Links to the flyer and information will be posted
on the AJJF website.
Next Board of Professors and Executive Committee
meetings: April 6, 2018
Respectfully submitted,
Nerissa Freeman
AJJF Board of Professors Scribe

True Stories and Other Damage www.otherdamage.com
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Operations Committee
Chair, Operations Committee
Pete St. Pierre
chair@ajjf.org
(408) 306-0089
Secretary, Operations
Committee
Ron Sekulich
secretary@ajjf.org
(530) 574-1191
National Manager of
Communications
Stephen R. Balzac
communications@ajjf.org
(978) 461-4814 [H]
Webmaster
Patrick Hedgepath
webmaster@ajjf.org
(310) 941-0638
Marketing Committee
Thabiti Sabahive - Chair
marketing@ajjf.org
(828) 989-5209
Chair, Kiai Echo
Jason Davis
kiaiecho@ajjf.org
(218) 269-9128
National Manager of Finance
Katie Stevens
finance@ajjf.org
(530) 756-8256
[message only]
Chair, Accounting Committee
Katie Stevens
accounting@ajjf.org
(530) 756-8256
[message only]
Chair, Insurance &
Sanctions Committee
Kathie Reish
sanctions@ajjf.org
808-554-4324
Chair, Fundraising & Initiatives
Matthew Moller
fundraising@ajjf.org
818-359-7541
Chair, CSI
Tim Merrill
csi@ajjf.org

Chair, Exams Committee
Dominic Beltrami
exams@ajjf.org
(707) 738-0621
Chair, Clinics and Contests
John Pfund
clinics@ajjf.org
(510) 220-1756
(866) 215-2918 [F]
Chair, Awards Committee
Kerry Sego
awards@ajjf.org
(661) 713-3230
Chair, Event Tracking Committee
John Pfund
eventtracking@ajjf.org
(510) 220-1756
(866) 215-2918 [F]
New School Committee
Joe Bendorf
schools@ajjf.org
(530) 848-5533
Store Manager
Jeff Ingold
store@ajjf.org
Chair Membership
Jeremy Schoener
membership@ajjf.org

Regional Managers
National Manager of Regions
Dan Browning
regions@ajjf.org
NorthWest Region
Joe Bendorf
schools@ajjf.org
(530) 848-5533
SouthWest Region
Ray Scholl
Schollrj@att.net
(858)-752-9410
Rockies Region
Kevin Ott
otter@frii.com
(970)581-6346 [C]
Hawaii Region
Travis Prose
tprose2000@gmail.com
808-756-1943

National Manager of Regions
Dan Browning
regions@ajjf.org

MidWest Region
Jason Davis
jdavis@d.umn.edu
(218)269-9128 [C]

Chair, Allied Committee
Prof. Geoff Lane
ProfLane@ajjf.org
(530) 895-0781

NorthEast Region
Joe Pisano
josephjitsu@aol.com

National Manager of Events
Delina Fuchs
events@ajjf.org

SouthEast Region
Ryan Holmes
handsonhealing@hotmail.com

Chair, Conventions Committee
Harry Burleson
conventions@ajjf.org

Board of Directors

President and Chairman
of the Board of Directors
Prof. Geoff Lane
ProfLane@ajjf.org
Vice President
Prof. Martin Brzykcy
ProfBrzykcy@ajjf.org
Treasurer and CFO
Prof. John Congistre
ProfCongistre@ajjf.org
(408) 988-3017
Secretary
Prof. Sheryl Hager
ProfHager@ajjf.org
Members
Prof. Kevin Colton
ProfColton@ajjf.org
(661) 255-6000 [dojo]
(661) 296-9347 [H]
Pete St. Pierre
chair@ajjf.org
(408) 306-0089
Katie Stevens
finance@ajjf.org
(530) 756-8256
[message only]
Doug Musser
Tim Merrill

Executive Committee
Senior Professor
Senior Prof. Tom Ball
ProfBall@ajjf.org
(530) 468-2305

Acting President of the AJJF
Prof. Geoff Lane
ProfLane@ajjf.org
(530) 895-0781
Vice President and Chairman
of the Executive committee
Prof. Martin Brzykcy
ProfBrzykcy@ajjf.org
Treasurer and CFO
Prof. John Congistre
ProfCongistre@ajjf.org
(408) 988-3017
Secretary
Prof. Sheryl Hager
ProfHager@ajjf.org
Members
Prof. Robert Hudson
ProfHudson@ajjf.org
(707) 441-1052
Prof. Don Cross
ProfCross@ajjf.org
(541) 683-2912
(541) 683-5533 [F]

Examinations Committee
Committee Chair
Dominic Beltrami
exams@ajjf.org
(707) 738-0621
NorthWest Region
Lyle Najita
dzrdavis@yahoo.com
(530) 863-7677
SouthWest Region
Aromalyn Magtira
aromalyn@gmail.com
(805) 276-0872
Rockies Region
Jeanette McGrath
Yamanakajujitsu@gmail.com
(406) 370-0485
Hawaii Region
Travis Prose
tprose2000@gmail.com
(808) 756-1943
Central US
Ward Melenich
duluthjudo@yahoo.com
(218) 525-9472
NorthEast Region
Cara Parmigiani
xccrash@gmail.com
(973) 722-7655
SouthEast Region
David Shaw
pjaexam@gmail.com
(803) 730-4222
Outside the United States
Contact Committee Chair

Other Positions
Central Office Contractor
Dianna McKinzie
co@ajjf.org
(800) 850-AJJF
Central Office Database
Administrator
Jeff Myers
dbmgr@ajjf.org
Healing Arts Program
Ed Shatzen
healingarts@ajjf.org
(805) 376-1725 [H]
Ethics Program
Cynthia Frueh
ethics@ajjf.org
(530) 662-5662
Background Screen Program
Ed Shatzen
screening@ajjf.org
(805) 376-1725 [H]

Prof. Tom Hill
ProfHill@ajjf.org
Prof. Troy Shehorn
profShehorn@ajjf.org
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Ohana 2018

June 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 2018 Reno (Sparks) Nv.
Hosted by Jujitsu America. Sponsored by our friends at Tigerclaw

Featuring incredible
seminars with elite
instructors from all
over the globe
All styles welcome,
diversity is
celebrated. Come
broaden your
horizons.
Unified National
Tournaments
including:
 Sports Jujitsu
 Kata
 Freestyle (SelfDefense)
 Sumo

Join us for an
amazing weekend of
world class
seminars, awards,
and unified national
tournaments!
The Nugget Hotel
and Casino in Reno
(Sparks) Nevada!
1100 Nugget Ave,
Sparks, NV, 89431
1 (775) 356-3300
mention Jujitsu
America Ohana
2018 to unlock
special rates!
Thur. night prices
from $59
Fri/Sat prices from
$89

 Event Website: www.danzanryuohana.org  Email: ohana2018@jujitsuamerica.org  Call
Judie Kasper: 1 (707) 290-0936  JA Site: jujitsuamerica.org 
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After 1500 years,
there’s still no
better art of
balancing and
restoring than
Seifukujitsu.
After 29 years,
there’s still no
better place
to learn it.

The
Danzan Ryu
Seifukujitsu
Institute.
The path to healing begins here.
Professor Okazaki always believed that the fighting spirit should be
balanced by the healing spirit. And for that reason, taught both
jujitsu and restorative massage systems to his students.
Since 1983, the DZRSI has continued Master Okazaki’s tradition by
passing on the art of Seifukujitsu with the highest possible
standards. From this tradition, many students have gone on to become
highly sought after healers in their communities.
We encourage all AJJF members to consider the many benefits of
Seifukujitsu training. To learn more about the program or for classes
forming near you, log on to www.AJJF.org.
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